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Instructions to the Candidate:
1. It is a subjective paper which has to be answered in a comprehensive manner
2. All the questions written below are compulsory

Questions:
1. Describe in brief analytical research ? (10 marks)
2. What is the difference between Text book and reference book ? (10 marks)
3. Explain in brief the project work you have undertaken during PG (10 marks)
4. Did you publish any research / review article ? Give title of publication, name of the journal / conference, Publisher etc. (10 marks)
5. What is the use of statistics in research ? Explain (10 marks)
6. What are the current challenges and issues in your area of interest ? (10 marks)
7. What is significance of research ? Explain (10 marks)
8. What do you understand by a review article ? (10 marks)
9. What is difference between references and bibliography? Explain (10 marks)
10. Enlist names and publishers of any 5 journals where real research papers are published? (10 marks)

Start your answer from here: